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Most ensemble filtering algorithms today rely on one of two update strate-
gies. The ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF) and its many variants are sample-
efficient but remain fundamentally restricted to linear updates, which limits
fidelity in strongly nonlinear or non-Gaussian settings. Particle filters, on the
other hand, can realize arbitrarily nonlinear updates for non-Gaussian prob-
lems, but often require intractable ensemble sizes to forestall ensemble collapse.
A promising alternative may be found in ensemble transport methods. Trans-
port methods construct a map from an unknown, potentially non-Gaussian
target distribution—represented only through an ensemble of particles—to a
well-defined reference distribution, often a multivariate standard Gaussian dis-
tribution. Conditionally inverting this map permits sampling from the target’s
conditional distributions (see Fig. 1). Leveraging this operation, it is possible
to derive true nonlinear generalizations of the EnKF and its smoothing variants
[3, 1, 2].

In this construction, the complexity of the map’s parameterization is a criti-
cal choice. More complex maps may capture increasingly complex distributional
features but risk unfavorable bias-variance trade-offs. In this poster, we present
an efficient map adaptation scheme which not only (1) identifies an optimal
degree of map complexity, but also (2) reveals and exploits conditional indepen-
dence, yielding an efficient form of adaptive localization. We demonstrate the
performance of the resulting adaptive ensemble transport filter in a chaotic and
nonlinear setting and discuss its implications for high-dimensional environmen-
tal systems.

Figure 1: Triangular maps learn a transformation from a non-Gaussian target
(B) to a standard Gaussian reference (A). This map can be inverted to transform
conditional reference samples (C) into conditional target samples (D).
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